Abstract—Garbage collection, an essential background activity in NAND flash based SSDs, often introduces large runtime overhead. Recent studies showed that it is beneficial to separate the flash pages that have dirty copies in the write buffers from those that do not. However, the existing schemes exploring this observation have limitations, which prevent them from maximizing the performance improvement.

In this paper, we address the above challenge through ShadowGC, a novel GC design that exploits the pages in both host-side and device-side write buffers and adopts different read and write strategies to minimize the GC overhead. When garbage collecting flash pages that have dirty copies in the device-side write buffer, ShadowGC reads data from the write buffer. When garbage collecting flash pages that have dirty copies in the host-side write buffer, ShadowGC moves them to dedicated blocks and speeds up the movement with fast-write operations. Our experimental results show that, on average, ShadowGC reduces the write amplification by 16.2% and the GC latency by 20.5% over the state-of-the-art.

1. Introduction

NAND flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs) are increasingly adopted in modern computer systems, ranging from personal computers to large-scale cloud servers. Comparing to traditional hard disk drives (HDDs), SSDs have many advantages such as lower power consumption, smaller shock resistance and noise, and 5000x more IOPS at 1% of the latency [1]. However, NAND flash memory has several shortcomings due to its physical characteristics: write-once property (a previously written page cannot be updated until the block with that page is erased), and asymmetric operation units (space is reclaimed in units of multi-page erase blocks, where a page is the access unit). These characteristics create the requirement for an Flash Translation Layer (FTL), which is responsible for mapping logical addresses from a file system to physical addresses in SSDs.

Garbage collection (GC) is an essential background activity in FTL [2]. When the number of clean flash blocks falls below a threshold, GC is invoked to reclaim used blocks. The overhead of GC comes from two folds: (1) a block can be erased only after copying the valid pages in the block to other places. Moving these pages leads to extra flash write operations, which is referred to as write amplification issue. (2) An I/O operation, in particular, a read operation, if having resource conflicts with ongoing GC operations, may suffer from a long access latency, which leads to large I/O access latency variations.

Over the past decade, much effort has been invested to minimize the GC overhead. This includes reducing the number of GC operations through better page layout [4], cell reuse [5], [6], and tail delay minimization [7], [8], [9]. Recent studies [10], [11] proposed to exploit the valid pages that have dirty copies in the write buffers. Since the pages in the write buffer tend to be written back soon, it is beneficial to separate their corresponding copies in the SSD from other valid pages. However, the existing schemes that explore this observation have limitations. The skip policy adopted in [11] is applicable only to systems with non-volatile write buffers. The delay policy adopted in [10] was designed for systems with super large write buffers, which becomes less effective for mainstream commodity systems. Both schemes did not differentiate the write buffers that exist at host side and at device side in the flash-based storage system.

In this paper, the flash pages that have dirty copies in the write buffers are referred to as shadows. We propose ShadowGC, a novel GC design to effectively exploit the shadows for performance improvement. We summarize our contributions as follows.

- When garbage collecting the shadow pages that have dirty copies in the host-side write buffer, we relocate the shadows to dedicated blocks and choose fast write mode to program them, which effectively mitigate both write amplification and latency issues. Given shadows have short lifetime, most pages in the dedicated blocks would become invalid when they are to be reclaimed. By adopting fast write mode, we significantly speed up page write operations and thus reduce the average GC latency.
- When garbage collecting the shadow pages that have dirty copies in the device-side write buffer, we choose to read the contents from the write buffer, which mitigates both write amplification and latency issues too. By merging the write-back operations of the buffer with the page relocation operations in GC, we effectively reduce the
number of extra writes. By copying the data from the write buffer, we skip the long latency flash read and, in particular, the ECC check and correction overhead, which reduces the average GC latency.

- We evaluate the proposed ShadowGC scheme and compare it to the state-of-the-art. Our experimental results show that, on average, ShadowGC reduces the write amplification by 16.2% and the GC latency by 20.5% over the state-of-the-art.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background and motivation. Section 3 elaborates the proposed ShadowGC scheme for flash storage devices. Experiments and result analysis are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Motivation

In this section, we first introduce the background activities in the FTL of SSD. We then study the real-world workload characteristics that motivate the ShadowGC design.

2.1. Background Activities in SSDs

In addition to the host generated I/O activities, NAND flash-based SSDs should handle the FTL generated background activities, which causes write amplification and latency issues. We go over two important modules as below.

**Garbage collection (GC):** GC is needed to reclaim wasted space occupied by invalid pages, which are inevitably created after logical-to-physical remapping. When the number of clean flash blocks falls below a certain threshold, GC is invoked to generate clean blocks by selecting a block with invalid pages and erasing it after copying valid pages to a free block. As a result, host generated I/O requests which access GC-ing chips will be blocked. A lot of works have shown that GC can induce significant performance variation problem and the worst-case latency can be much higher than HDDs, which is unbearable for high performance computing and enterprise environments [9]. In addition to the GC latency, write amplification is another important problem to SSD lifetime.

**Refresh:** The goal of refresh is to improve flash lifetime by periodically reading, correcting, and in-place reprogramming or remapping the stored data before the retention induced raw bit error rates (RBER) exceed the Error Correction Code (ECC) capability [3]. Refresh also induces significant performance variation and write amplification.

2.2. Motivation

There often exist two levels of write buffers in SSD based computer systems: (1) a host-side buffer that is managed by file system; and (2) a device-side write buffer that is managed by SSD controller. The up-to-date (dirty) data in the write buffers not only prevent write operations from throttling the system performance, but also exploit access locality by adopting LRU replacement policy. Given that the dirty pages in the write buffers are likely to be expunged in short period of time, recent studies proposed to differentiate these pages from other valid pages in the SSDs [10], [11]. These pages are also referred to as zombie pages.

We studied the I/O footprint and the total number of write operations in fifteen real world traces that reflect one-week enterprise server operations. The experimental details are in Section 4.1. The footprint is represented using the cumulative number of written LBAs (logical block addresses). Of the fifteen workloads that we tested, nine workloads are similar to Figure 1(a), five workloads are similar to Figure 1(b), and only one workload, i.e., web2 is as Figure 1(c). For Figure 1(a), the written LBA space grows very slowly such that most write operations fall in the pages in the write buffers. When a greedy GC (the one in the baseline system) is invoked, many valid pages in the victim block would be zombie/shadow pages. For Figure 1(b), the LBA space grows at modest rate. However, we still found phases that the growth of LBA space pauses even though the number of writes grows linearly. That is, most writes in these phases tend to fall in the write buffers. Only in the web2 workload (Figure 1(c)), the LBA space grows almost linearly such that the pages in the write buffers have little reuse opportunities.

To exploit the pages in the write buffers to reduce GC overheads, Lee et al. [11] proposed to skip copying zombie pages if the write buffers are non-volatile. The skip policy cannot be applied to volatile write buffers as otherwise a failure event would leave the system in inconsistent state. Lee et al. [10] proposed to delay garbage collecting flash blocks if they contain many zombie pages. The design was proposed for systems with large write buffers, e.g., 4GB RAM for a 12GB RAM system [10]. For the mainstream flash based systems, the delay policy tends to lose its effectiveness, as shown in our preliminary study next.

Figure 2 compares the baseline Greedy GC with (1) Greedy+delay, (2) Greedy+separation; and (3) Zombie [10] schemes. Greedy+delay is the scheme developed on top of the baseline. It delays the selection of blocks with many zombie pages as victim blocks. Greedy+separation is the scheme that enhances the greedy GC by placing zombie pages in dedicated blocks. Greedy+separation adopts the same greedy strategy as that in the baseline in determining victim blocks, i.e., choosing the block with the least number of valid pages. Zombie is the scheme in [10], which enhances Greedy+separation by delaying the selection of blocks with many zombie pages. From the figure, while placing zombie pages to dedicated blocks is an effective mechanism for performance improvement, the delay policy tends to degrade the performance. This is because, for workloads with good access locality, the blocks that are likely to be chosen as victim blocks contain many zombie pages. Delaying choosing such blocks results in choosing the blocks with more valid pages, resulting in larger page copying overhead.

To summarize, while it is beneficial to differentiate zombie/shadow pages from other valid pages in SSDs, we need to develop novel schemes to fully exploit the potentials.
Figure 1. Compare I/O footprint (i.e., the LBA size) and the total number of writes in representative traces.

Figure 2. Separating zombie pages is effective for performance improvement.

3. Cooperative Garbage Collection with Multi-level Buffer

In this section, we present ShadowGC, a novel GC design for mitigating GC induced write amplification and latency issues. We first present an overview of the design and then elaborate its details and analyze its overhead.

3.1. System Overview

Figure 3 presents the SSD based storage system that has ShadowGC embedded in the SSD controller. There exist two write buffers: a host-side write buffer and a device-side write buffer. ShadowGC exploits the pages in both buffers for performance improvement. It consists of two components: (1) Shadow state manager, (2) GC operation optimizer.

The shadow state manager in ShadowGC tracks the runtime states of all device pages to assist the GC operation optimizer in enhancing the performance of garbage collection. In particular, it tracks if the corresponding logic page, i.e., the logic page saved at the tracked device page location, has dirty copies residing in one or both of the write buffers. That is, if these device pages are shadows. When relocating valid pages from a victim block at garbage collection time, ShadowGC checks their runtime states and adopts different relocation strategies — for the shadow pages that have dirty copies in the device-side buffer, the GC operation optimizer in ShadowGC extracts the page content from the write buffer, which merges the buffer write back operation with the GC page relocation operation. For the shadow pages that have dirty copies in the host-side buffer, the GC operation optimizer relocates them to dedicated blocks and uses fast write mode to program them.

Since the pages programmed with fast write mode tend to have short retention time, ShadowGC keeps two refresh queues: one to track blocks written in normal write mode; the other for those written in fast write mode. The latter adopts a smaller refresh interval to prevent potential data corruption problems.

ShadowGC minimize its runtime overhead by avoiding changes to the effective policies in the baseline. For example, it adopts the greedy victim block selection, which prevents choosing pages that have more valid pages. While we exploit the pages saved in the write buffers, we keep the buffer replacement algorithm the same as that in the baseline. We may adopt the traditional LRU (least recently used) algorithm or the state-of-the-art flash-aware buffer replacement algorithms such as CFLRU [12], PTLRU [13] and BPLRU [14].

3.2. Shadow State Manager

To differentiate flash pages that may have dirty copies in different write buffers, the shadow state manager in ShadowGC attaches a 3-bit flag to each flash page to track its state at runtime. As a comparison, a traditional GC uses 1-bit flag to differentiate two types of flash pages, i.e., valid/free and invalid pages. ShadowGC refines the valid/free state to four different states as follows.

- 000: invalid pages;
• 011: host-shadow pages, i.e., the valid pages with dirty copies in the host-side write buffer;
• 101: device-shadow pages, i.e., the valid pages with dirty copies in the device-side write buffer;
• 111: twin-shadow pages, i.e., the valid pages with dirty copies in both write buffers;
• 001: other valid or free pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block ID (4 bytes)</th>
<th>Bitmap (3×N bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3312</td>
<td>000 101 111 011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. The bitmap for page states in the shadow state manager.

The 3-bit flag tracks a mix of the device page state (i.e., if the page is valid or not) and logical page state (i.e., if the page has shadow copy). A valid device page is labeled as being in shadow state if its corresponding logical page has dirty copies residing in one or both write buffers. ShadowGC stores the states of all pages in a shadow table. As shown in Figure 4, a shadow entry stores the metadata of one block, which consists of one 4B block ID and 3×N-bits pages state information, where N is the number of pages in each block.

When logic flash pages are updated in the device side write buffer, ShadowGC updates the shadow table accordingly, with the assistance of FTL. When logic pages are inserted to or expunged from the host side write buffer, ShadowGC passes their logical addresses to the SSD controller by embedding the information within the following I/O read/write commands, which incurs no additional messages. For example, the serial ATA (SATA) 2.6 interface has 5B reserved/unused fields that may be utilized to embed the notification.

Figure 5 illustrates the state transition in ShadowGC. For a valid flash page, whenever a write request update its data in the host buffer, the state becomes host-shadow. If it is evicted from host buffer and added into the device buffer, the state changes to device-shadow. If an update request arrives again, which means the flash page is cached in both host buffer and device buffer, the state becomes twin-shadow. When storage system restarts, all three shadow states return to valid. Note that when a twin-shadow page is evicted from device buffer, it is simply discarded without flushing even if it is dirty for the reason that the up-to-date data is still cached in the host buffer.

3.3. ShadowGC Details

The GC operation optimizer enhances the read, program, and refresh operations performed during garbage collection. ShadowGC is triggered when the number of clean blocks drops below a certain threshold. Similar as that in the baseline (i.e., the Greedy GC), ShadowGC chooses the block that has the least number of valid pages as the victim block. The selection policy in ShadowGC does not differentiate the refined states of valid pages. We then discuss how to process the chosen victim block.

Page read policy. ShadowGC needs to relocate the valid pages in the victim block before erasing it. It reads the page content from different locations based on the state of the valid page. For the pages that have dirty copies in the device-side write buffer, i.e., the valid page is in either device-shadow or twin-shadow state, ShadowGC reads the data directly from the write buffer and clears the page’s dirty bit in the write buffer. Otherwise, it reads the data from the victim block and uses the ECC to correct read errors (if any), the same as the baseline.

Reading page content from the device side write buffer exhibits two advantages: (i) it merges the GC page copy operation and write back operation of the write buffer. ShadowGC converts the dirty copy in the write buffer to clean page such that expunging it at a later time does not incur additional device write operations. This helps to mitigate the write amplification issue in GC. (ii) since reading the data from the write buffer does not need expensive ECC operation, the read latency can be effectively reduced. This helps to mitigate the GC latency overhead.

Page relocation policy. ShadowGC then relocates the valid pages in the victim block to other blocks. It keeps two active blocks: one is to hold relocated pages from the victim block when these pages have dirty copies in the host-side write buffer, i.e., they are in either host-shadow or twin-shadow states; the other active block is to receive normal writes and other relocated valid pages. As our preliminary study show, page separation is a very effective mechanism in mitigating the GC overhead.

In this paper, we further reduce GC overhead through fast write operations. Flash programming widely adopts the incremental step pulse programming (ISPP) strategy. By using a large program step size ΔVp in ISPP, the write speed can be improved at the cost of reduced guard band between two states, leading to retention time reduction (relaxation). We exploit that fact that shadow pages tend to have short lifetime and thus relocating them can use fast write mode that have short retention time. Note, the device-shadow pages are relocated to normal active blocks as the up-to-date data have been merged.

By adopting the greedy strategy in victim block selection, ShadowGC minimizes the number of page copies at garbage collection time. Adopting fast write mode further shortens the page copy latency, which effectively mitigates the latency issue in GC. Since the dedicated blocks only contain shadow pages, most pages have become invalid when they are to be reclaimed.
Page refresh policy. As the blocks in the dedicated blocks are programmed using fast write mode, ShadowGC needs to refresh these blocks if they are not reclaimed before the retention threshold. Usually, the dedicated blocks are more likely to have more invalid pages soon and to be selected as victim for cleaning by ShadowGC. As a result, they are unlikely to be refreshed. The only concern is the restart of the storage system. After restart, the write buffer is reset and the shadow pages return to valid, which means the former hot dedicated blocks may become cold and the refresh will be triggered in this case. For this purpose, ShadowGC employs an extra refresh queue to hold blocks written using fast write mode. Our experiments observe that the extra refresh overhead is below 1%, where the impact is negligible.

ShadowGC is designed to survive system crashes and unexpected power failures. Assuming the system may lose power for a duration of \( T \), we refresh pages written in fast write mode for every \( T - D \) interval. When restarting the system, we refresh such pages to prevent data corruption.

3.4. Overhead Analysis

ShadowGC introduces three types of overhead: firmware overhead, storage overhead, and computation overhead. For the firmware overhead, since we add a dedicated block list for relocating host-shadow and twin-shadow pages, we demand two active blocks, i.e., the integration of multi-streamed technology if it is not embedded already. Kang et al. showed that the overhead is negligible [15].

For the storage overhead, as we introduce three new page states to indicate if a page is cached in the host-side buffer or device-side buffer, we need a 3-bit flag for each page, while originally only 1-bit is needed. For a 128GB SSD with the page size of 16KB [16], we need 2MB more storage capacity, which is only additional 0.78% of 256MB RAM capacity on state-of-the-art SSDs. The additional storage requirement with 2MB is small compared to the size of mapping table for FTLs, and to the available RAM of modern SSD. Thus, the storage overhead is negligible.

For the computation overhead, each time when a new page is placed in the write buffer or a least-recently-update page is evicted, we need to find its current physical address from flash translation table and update its page state in the shadow state manager. As the translation table is usually an associative array, we can find the physical address of logical page \( i \) at offset \( i \) of the array, where the complexity is \( O(1) \).

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Experimental setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ShadowGC scheme, we used an event-driven simulator [17] to simulate a 1TB MLC NAND flash-based SSD. Each block has 512 pages while each page is of 16KB. The default over-provisioning factor of this flash memory is set as 7%. It takes 120 \( \mu \text{s} \) to read a flash page, and 300 \( \mu \text{s} \) and 600 \( \mu \text{s} \) to program a flash page using fast program mode and normal program mode, respectively [19]. We configured the SSD to match those in previous studies and the state-of-the-art storage systems [19], [23]. According to previous studies, the ratio of the write buffer to flash array approximately ranges from 0.1% [21], [23] to 10% [20]. We conservatively chose 128MB and tested write buffers of other sizes. The results for large write buffers are not included in the paper due to page limit. It takes 20 ns to read a page in the DRAM write buffer [22].

In the experiments, we implemented and compared the following garbage collection schemes: (1) GGC. This is the baseline scheme that implements the traditional Greedy GC. (2) ZGC. This is the scheme that implements the Zombie-Aware GC [10], which delays the selection of flash blocks with many zombie pages (having dirty copies in the host-side write buffer). (3) HGC. This is the ShadowGC scheme that is developed on top of GGC. For evaluation purpose, we only exploit the pages in the host-side write buffer. That is, the device-side write buffer is used the same as that in the baseline. (4) DGC. This is the ShadowGC scheme that is developed on top of GGC. It only exploits the pages in the device-side write buffer. That is, the host-side write buffer is used the same as that in the baseline. (5) SGC. This is the proposed ShadowGC scheme with pages from both write buffers exploited for performance improvement.

We used the traces from the MSR Cambridge traces and UMass Trace repository. These traces are widely used for studying SSD performance [18], [19]. Before each simulation, the SSD is filled with uniform random workloads so that GC may be triggered for evaluation.

4.2. Efficiency on Garbage Collection

![Figure 6. Comparing write amplification in different schemes.](image)

Fig. 6 compares the GC-induced write amplification in different schemes. From the figure, ZGC, HGC and DGC reduce the average write amplification by 0.9%, 6.4% and 2.3% respectively over Greedy GC, while ShadowGC achieves 16.2% reduction. ShadowGC achieves the largest reduction, i.e., 43.4%, in proj1, and the smallest reduction, i.e., 0.6%, in msnsf. The write amplification reduction comes from: (1) Due to the improved ratio of clean pages in the buffer, the number of writes for eviction is reduced in both DGC and ShadowGC schemes; (2) Since the dedicated blocks that hold relocated host-shadow and twin-shadow pages tend to be invalidated soon, the average number of page copy operations is reduced in ZGC, HGC and ShadowGC schemes.

Fig. 7 compares the accumulative GC-induced latency in different schemes, with the results normalized to Greedy.
GC. ShadowGC achieves 20.5% latency reduction compared to Greedy GC. The improvement comes mainly from: (1) Due to the device-shadow and twin-shadow pages, which are read from buffer directly without ECC, the read latency of these flash pages is reduced. (2) Due to the host-shadow and twin-shadow pages, which are programmed quickly with a large program step size, the program latency is reduced.

To fully understand the performance improvement in ShadowGC, Fig. 8 reports the percentage of different shadow pages. By comparing with the write amplification reduction in Fig. 6 and the GC latency reduction in Fig. 7, we observed that the more shadow pages there are, e.g., projI, the larger improvement ShadowGC achieves.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed ShadowGC, a novel GC design that exploits the pages in both host-side and device-side write buffers and adopts different read and write strategies to minimize the GC overhead. When garbage collecting flash pages that have dirty copies in the device-side write buffer, ShadowGC reads data from the write buffer such that expunging these cleared pages at a later time introduces no additional writes. When garbage collecting flash pages that have dirty copies in the host-side write buffer, ShadowGC moves them to dedicated blocks and speeds up the movement with fast-write operations. Experimental results show that ShadowGC outperforms its competitors.
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